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evaluation led to reduced group performance, w..Ie :n otner

experiments performance was unaffected. The present

experiment examined the effects of outside evaluation and

production blocking on group performance. The resulting 2 X

2 design used responses from 171 introductory psychology

students, run in same-gender groups of three. Contrary to the

evaluation apprehension hypothesis, evaluation level. had -nc

significant adverse effect on group performance. in support

of the production blocking hypothesis, low production. block:rng

groups generated significantly more ideas than high production
blocking groups. Satisfaction with the group experience and

satisfaction with individual and group performance were also

examined. Explanations for the results are discussed as well

as limitations and suggestions for future research.
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ABSTRACT

Osten, Kevin, D. M.S., Purdue University, August 1992. The
Effects of Evaluation and Production Blocking on the
Performance of Brainstorming Groups. Major Advisor: Rebecca
A. Henry.

Evaluation apprehension and production blocking have been

identified as possible factors leading to the reduced

performance of brainstorming groups. In some experiments high

evaluation led to reduced group performance, while in other

experiments performance was unaffected. The present

experiment examined the effects of outside evaluation and

production blocking on group performance. The resulting 2 X

2 design used responses from 171 introductory psychology

students, run in same-gender groups of three. Contrary to the

evaluation apprehension hypothesis, evaluation level had no

significant adverse effect on group performance. In support

of the production blocking hypothesis, low production blocking

groups generated significantly more ideas than high production

blocking groups. Satisfaction with the group experience and

satisfaction with individual and group performance were also

examined. Explanations for the results are discussed as well

as limitations and suggestions for future research.



INTRODUCTION

All throughout society people gather together :or one

purpose or another. In some instances these gatherings are

considered groups, but in other instances these gatherings are

just that, gatherings. Why are some aggregates of people

considered an audience, a mob, or a crowd, but not a group?

Consider the following examples; people living in the same

residence hall, a room fuli of students taking a class, all

the males attending Purdue University, or people standing on

a street corner waiting for the walk signal. The people in

the above examples share many things in common such as living

quarters, quest for knowledge, gender, or desire to cross the

street, but they are missing a critical element of what makes

an aggregate of people a group.

Now consider these examples; a jury, a team of automobile

assemblyworkers, an athletic team, or members of a special

interest group. Once again, the people in the above examples

share many things in common such as a sense of civil duty, an

employer, a love for a particular sport, or an interest in a

particular topic. The people in the above examples, however,

are considered groups because they share the essential feature

of a group, the feeling of interdependence.
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McGrath (1984) provides a representative definition of a

group by stating that a group is "an aggregat:.on of two or

more people who are to some degree in dynamic interrelation

with one another" (McGrath, 1984, p.8). The emphasis of the

above and other definitions of a group is the concept of

dynamic interaction or interdependence which .eads to feelIngs

of groupiness through mutual awareness, interaction, and the

formation of a history. Without interdependence a gatheing

of people share no common group bond, have no future together

as a group, and fail to interact on an ongoing basis. When

thinking of a group it is important to understand that there

is not a single definition that takes into account all the

different types of groups. It is vital that group members at

least know who is and is not in their grovp, and have some

type of interdependence with those people who are members of

their group. After one understands the definition of a group

it is important to know what types of groups exist.

McGrath has identified three types of groups, the natural

group, the concocted group, and the quasi-group (McGrath,

1984). A natural group is a group such as a family or work

group "that exists independent of the researcher's activities

or purposes" (McGrath, 1984, p.41). A concocted group can be

a natural or an ad hoc group that the researcher assembled for

the specific purpose of studying some characteristic of that

group. A quasi-group is a group that was assembled for the

specific purpose of research and performs under highly
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constrained and/or artificiai patterns of activity.

Within each of the above typologies there are several

subgroups that are characterized by the type of interaction

and tasks that each subgroup performs. Although natural

groups are the most prevalent group in society, the group of

interest for this thesis is the quasi-group. In addition to

being used for many experimental purposes, the quasi-group has

been used extensively for the purpose of furthering our

understanding of tne group processes that occur when the

brainstorming technique is used by groups for idea generation.

The intent of this thesis is to examine and discuss the

brainstorming literature and demonstrate a need for additional

research of the brainstorming process. The thesis will begin

with a short background on brainstorming as it was taught by

Osborn and will look at a few of the early empirical tests of

brainstorming. The reader will then be introduced to some of

the processes that are characteristic of groups while

brainstorming. Two of the processes, evaluation apprehension

and production blocking, will be looked at in detail and

discussed in conjunction with the relevant empirical findings

on brainstorming. The hypotheses will be introduced and the

procedures of the experiment will be presented in the methods

section. The findings will be shown in the results section

and will be addressed further in the discussion section. The

thesis will conclude by addressing some of this study's

limitations and provide suggestions for future research.
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Brainstorming

The brainstorming technique was introduced by Osborn

(1953) as a means of idea generation for groups. Groups

employing the brainstorming technique would sit around the

tin'e and express solutions to a particular problem.

Brainstorming was different from ordinary problem-solving

sessions because cf the creation of rules that the groups were

required to follow which ensured that their brainstorming

would be maximally effective. The four rules of brainstorming

are: 1) generate as many ideas as possible 2) the wilder the

generated ideas the better, 3) improve or combine on the ideas

of others, and 4) do not be critical of the ideas of others.

With the use of brainstorming, Osborn (1953) contended

that groups would outperform individuals two to one for idea

quantity and quality. Osborn reasoned that performance would

be enhanced in brainstorming groups because individuals would

be freed from self criticism and the criticisnm of others if

the rules of brainstorming were followed. Additionally, any

novel ideas suggested by one group member could possibly lead

to more novel or original ideas by othe- group members.

In its heyday brainstorming was successfully used

throughout the military, Government, industry, a:•d in

education, with several claims about its effectiveness. Upon

closer examination researchers found that the support for the

effectiveness of brainstorming was exaggerated, partisan, and

rarely documented, and that additional :nformation would need



to be gathered to assess the true merits of the brainstorming

technique (Jablin & Seibold, 1978).

Taylor, Berry, and. Biok (1958) were the first to study

Osborn's brainstorming technique in the laboratory and were

interested in determining if group participation, using

brainstorming, facilitated or inhibited creative thinking.

Total number of ideas, feasibility, generality, effectiveness,

probability, and significance were the dependent measures o:

the Taylor, Berry, and Block experiment. Results showed that

nominal groups (those groups composed of frur subjects working

independently) outperformed real groups of four subjects foi

total number of ideas, but that there was no difference

between real and nominal groups on the other dependent

measures when the difference between total number of ideas was

taken into account. Results from the Taylor, Berry, and Block

study did not support Osborn's claim and indicated that

nominal group performance was almost twice as good as the

performance of real groups. Taylor, Berry, and Block

concluded that group participation when using brainstorm:nG

inhibits creative thinking. Several additional studies

testing Osborn's brainstorming claim have been done (Bouchard

& Hare, 1970; Jablin, 1981; Str(-. , 1'84", with the majority

of them not supporting Osborn's claim.

Sorti..g through the brainstorming literature reveals that

groups generate more ideas than individuals on brainstc~ming

tasks when group resuilts ale compared to th, cdt , of one
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individual. However, when real group outputs are compared to

outputs that combine the non-overlapping responses of the same

number of individuals performing alone (nominal group), the

nominal groups consistently outperform the real groups (Diehl

& Stroebe, 1987; Gurman, 1968; Maginn & Harris, 1980). In a

review of the brainstorming literature Diehl and Stroebe found

that 18 of 22 experiments reported that nominal groups

generated more ideas than real groups. The group size in the

experiments that did not support Osborn's claim ranged from

three to nine members with four being average. In the three

studies that supported Osborn's claim the groups were composed

of only two members (these real groups matched but did not

exceed the performance of the nominal groups). With the above

findings in mind, it can be safely concluded that nominal

groups outperform real groups for idea generation during

brainstorming tasks.

Although not as conclusive as quantity, quality has also

been a frequent dependent measure in brainstorming research.

In their meta analysis Diehl and Stroebe (1987) found that

nominal groups outperfoirmed real groups for tota: quality in

all instances. When total number of ideas was accounted for,

as in average quality, Diehl and Stroebe found no difference

between real and nominal groups for :. ality of ideas. in

their meta anAlysis, Lamm and Trommsdorf (1973) found

performance differences, in terins of average quality, to be

related to the type of group or the brainstorming topic used.
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Overall, it appears that nominal groups outperform real groups

on quality only because they produce more ideas overall. When

quantity is accounted for the results are mixed and depend

upon group and topic variables. Since quality is seldomly

reported, additional research is necessary to determine if

quality is indeed different between real aid numinal group6.

Group Processes

Why brainstorming performance is different between real

and nominal groups is best understood by looking at some of

the group processes that are characteristic of the group

setting and absent when an individual performs alone, as in a

nominal group. In their 1973 article, Lamm and Trommsdorf

discuss several group process variables that are

characteristic of face to face groups performing brainstorming

tasks. Each of the processes may affect a group in a myriad

of ways, but this discussion will be limited to how these

processes improve the performance of a group through social

facilitation and how these processes debilitate group

performance through process losses. The discussion will begin

with the processes that relate to social facilitation followed

by the processes that relate to process loss in group

performance.

Social Facilitation. Social facilitation is a:I

improvement in the performance of individuals while in the

presence of other people (Zajonc, 1965). The 'other' people
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can be observers, group members, or, depending on the theory

one adheres to, nonattentive bystanders. It is only important

to understand that other people must be present for social

facilitation to occur. Several theories have been generated

for explaining why people respond differently in the presence

of others, a phenomenon Zajonc refers to as compresence. In

group settings, social facilitation can be explained by using

the processes of arousal, evaluation apprehension,

distraction, and cognitive stimulation. The discussion will

now focus on how each of these processes ieads to social

facilitation.

Zajonc (1965) claims that the mere presence of other

people results in the arousal of an individual leading to

increased effort. On tasks that require a dominant response

increased effort leads to performance enhancement and on tasks

that require a nondominant response increased effort leads to

performance impairment. In a test of the dominant response

hypothesis Zajonc and Sales (1966) conducted a

pseudorecognition experiment in which subjects were exposed to

several nonsense words at differing frequencies. They found

that when an audience was present subjects guessed the word

they were exposed to most frequently, indicating a dominant

response. When no audience was present, however, the subjects

guessed a larger variety of words iJ.I:!cating a nondominant

response. Support for this mere presence interpretation has

also been provided by Berger (1981), Towler (1986), and
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Worringham and Messick (1983).

Cottrell (1972) disagreed with Zajonc about the mere

presence effect and contends that the presence of others

increases arousal only if the observers operate in an

evaluative capacity. For his interpretation Cottrell claims

that the presence of other people arouses the performer

because they have learned from previous experience that

observation often covaries with the distribution of rewards

and/or punishments. When an individual is present the

individual performing the task becomes apprehensive about

their performance because they do not know if a reward or a

punishment will be delivered. The uncertainty of the outcome

raises the individuals' drive level and results in

facilitation if the task requires a dominant response or

impairment if the task, such as brainstorming, requires a

nondominant response. This process is referred to as

evaluation apprehension.

Cottrell (1972) tested his hypothesis using a

pseudorecognition task similar to the one conducted by Zajonc

and Sales (1966). Cottrell's experiment differed from ZaJonc

and Sales in that he had two observer conditions, audience and

mere presence and an alone condition. Resuts of this

experiment showed no differences in word recognition

preference between the alone and mere presence subjects. In

the audience condition, however, subjects recognized those

words they were most familiar with, indicatIng a dominant
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response. These results indicate that the presence of an

audience only leads to the facilitation of a dominant response

when the audience operates in an evaluative capacity. Other

researchers support Cottrell's theory and have found that an

evaluative audience is necessary for social facilitation to

occur (Henchy & Glass (1968); Martens & Landers (1972).

Regardless of which of the above interpretations one relies

on, the presence of other people leads to changes in effort

expended on the task through increased arousal of the

performer.

The distraction that occurs when others are present is

another way of explaining how the presence of other people

results in social facilitation. Proponents of distraction-

conflict theory claim that the presence of other people

distracts the performer away from the task so they must

increase the amount of effort they expend on the task to

maintain their previous level of performance (Baron, 1986;

Sanders, Baron, & Moore, 1978). If the amount of effort

exceeds the distraction they experience then their performance

improves, but if the distraction exceeds the increased effort

performance impairment occurs.

The presence of other people not only distracts people

from the task, but can also provide an impetus for ideas that

are attributable to the content of those other people's

speech. This process is referred to as cognitive stimulation

(Lainm & Trommsdorf, 1973). In group situations cognitive



stimulation occurs because the expressed idea of one person

serves as a stimulus or building block for an idea of another

member. Without the other person's idea the new idea would

not have been generated. Cognitive stimulation is also

referred to as hitchhiking in the brainstorming literature.

Group performance can be improved in many ways, such as

through factors within the organizational context and from the

design of the group itself (Hackman, 1987), but for ad hoc

groups, such as those used in brainstorming experiments,

social facilitation is the primary reason for performance

enhancement. Social facilitation has been demonstrated as a

benefit of group processes, but working in a group can also

lead to process losses that lead to performance impairment of

the group. The discussion will now turn to some of the

process losses that Lamm and Trommsdorf (1973) identified in

their review of group processes.

Process Losses. Process losses are those processes that

occur within a group which result in reduced performance of

that group. Cognitive interference, evaluation apprehension,

production blocking, and social loafing are the process losses

that will be discussed, beginning with cognitive interference.

Cognitive interference is a form of process 'oss that

occurs when the content of the speech of another group member

interferes with the internal processing of information of

other group members (Lamm & Trommsdorf, 1973). Cognitive

interference occurs in brainstorming groups because as ideas



are expressed they may interfere with the ide3 generating

ability of other group members.

Evaluation apprehension, although mentioned above as a

form of social facilitation, can also be considered as a form

of process loss. In the process loss arena evaluation

apprehension occurs when group members become apprehensive

about submitting ideas to the group because they feel that

other group members will evaluate and/or criticize those

ideas. The result of evaluation apprehension is that group

members withhold any ideas that they feel are unsafe because

they don't want them to be unduly evaluated or criticized

(Lamm & Troirmsdorf, 1973).

Production blocking is a form of process loss that is

based on the norm that group members will not talk while

another individual is talking (Lamm & Trommsdorf, 1973). in

brainstorming groups that follow this norm the process of idea

generation is stifled because only one person can express

their ideas to the group at a time and the other members must

wait their turn.

A final type of process loss is that referred to as

social loafing (Latane', Williams, & Harkins, 1979). Social

loafing leads to reduced group performra.ance :be,-caure members

rely on the efforts of othet group mermbers anric red .ce the

effort they put foth. The oveal esu't is educ-
performance on tasks that require the addi tive efforts o: a.

group membel:s. Social loafing is more pronoiu•nced when



individual inputs are difficult to identify (Williams,

Harkins, & Latane', 1981).

The processes dealing with social facilitation and

process loss discussed above are not present in every group

situation, but, when present, vary in strength and effect upon

group and individual performance. It is safe to conclude that

in every group situation some of these group process variables

are present, and they must be considered when addressing

issues such as group performance. The proposal will now look

at some of the explanations that have been developed to

decipher the performance difference between real and nominal

brainstorming groups.

Explanations for Performance Differences

Several explanations have been presented that attempt to

explain the performance difference, in number of ideas

generated, between real and nominal groups. Street (1974)

proposed that evaluation apprehension exists or that groups

establish norms for low or no performance resulting in

inferior group performance. Kerr and Brunn (1983), and Petty,

Harkins, and Williams (1980) propose that social Ilafing is

responsible for the inferior performance of real groups.

Maginn and Harris (1980) suggest that groups pursue a limited

train of thought, suffer from social facilliation nf dominant

responses, or that production blocking occurs. Diehl and

Stroebe (1987) propose production blocking, social oafi'g,

and/or evaluation apprehension. Collaros and Anderson (1963)
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propose evaluation apprehension and Lamm and Trommsdorf (1973)

suggest production blocking as reasons for the inferior

performance of real groups. Not all of the above explanations

have received empirical support, but evaluation apprehension

and production blocking have been identified as major

influences in the inferior performance of real groups compared

to nominal groups (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987; Lamm & Trommsdorf,

1973). These two factors will be the focus of the next

sections.

Evaluation Apprehension. Evaluation apprehension has

been studied by looking at evaluation from sources within a

group (Collaros & Anderson, 1969; Street, 1974), and from

sources outside a group or individual (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987;

Maginn & Harris, 1980), with the conclusion that high levels

of evaluation reduce the number of ideas generated. To better

understand how the group setting causes evaluation

apprehension, Street (1974), conducted an experiment to test

his hypotheses that it was the evaluation that occurred within

the group that was responsible for the reduced productivity of

groups, not just the presence of other people. Street's

experiment had subjects brainstorm alone, in the presence of

others (coaction), or in a group (interaction). Findings of

his experiment indicated that the number of ideas generated

was similar between individuals working alone or in the

coaction condition and that number of ideas generated by the



interacting subjects was significantly less than subjects in

either of the other conditions. The above findings show that

it is not the mere presence of others that results in

evaluation apprehension and lower performance, but it is the

presence of others who can serve as evaluators that results in

evaluation apprehension and lower performance of interacting

groups working on brainstorming tasks.

The composition of the group may have a moderating effect

on the evaluation apprehension that members experience and was

the subject of an experiment conducted by Collaros and

Anderson (1969). In their experiment, Collaros and Anderson

manipulated the expertise of members within a group to examine

the inhibitory effects that perceived expertise of group

members had on less experienced members. Subjects in this

experiment were informed that no one in their group had

brainstorming experience, that one other person had

brainstorming experience, or that all the other members had

brainstorming experience. Results of this study showed that

the evaluation apprehension of individuals increased as the

number of members with experience increased. Additionally,

subjects feeling the most apprehension produced the fewest

ideas during the brainstorming trial. The results of Street's

(1974) and Collaros and Anderson's experiments support the

notion that evaluation apprehension can occur from sources

within the group, but, as was mentioned above, evaluation from

sources outside the group may also cause apprehension among



group members. We will now look at three experiments that

were conducted to determine how evaluation f'-.m sources

outside the group affected group and individual performance.

Maginn and Harris (1980) conducted an experiment to

determine the inhibitory effect that immediate or delayed and

relevant or irrelevant evaluation had on individual

brainstorming performance. Subjects were told that their

ideas would be evaluated for quality and quantity by judges

sitting behind a one-way mirror (immediate) or by judges

sometime during the next week (delayed). The responses of

individuals performing alone were compared against the

performance of nominal and real control groups. The results

of this experiment showed that evaluation from outside sources

had no significant inhibitory effect on individual

brainstorming performance. In their discussion Maginn and

Harris admit that their evaluation manipulation may not have

contained all the components necessary to create evaluation

apprehension in subjects. Although a manipulation check was

conducted, it was only to ascertain the subjects'

underslanding of the manipul ation instr,;.ct ons and not f or how

evaluated they felt. Without the correct manipulation check

it is difficult to determine how evaluated the subjects felt.

In response to the results of Maginn and Harris (1980),

Diehl and Stroel)w (1987) conducted several expe--iment tc test

their hypotheses about evaluation apprehension and group

performance. -ri the>r s3econd experimomt they :used procedures
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of evaluation apprehension similar to those of Maginn anc

Harris and, in contrast, found that high levels of evaluation

resulted in reduced indivi,.1,a al perfcrmance. To determine if

evaluation apprehension would also reduce the performance of

a group Diehl and Stroebe conducted a third experiment

involving brainstorming groups.

In their third experiment high evaluation was

manipulated by informing the subjects that 1) their

performance would be videotaped and used for demonstration

purposes in another class, or 2) that judges were sitting on

the other side of the one-way mirror and would be evaluating

their ideas on quality and originality (Diehl & Stroebe,

1987). Low evaluation was manipulated by removing the one-way

mirror and video camera and by telling the subjects nothing

else. Results showed that significantly more ideas were

produced when subjects worked under low levels of evaluation

compared to those subjects who worked under high levels of

evaluation, indicating an inhibitory affect. from evaluators

from outside the group.

.n reviewing the role of evaluation on group jerfne,

it is quite clear that evaluation froer within the group

creates a reduction 4n group performance (Ccl'aros & Anderson,

1969; Street, 1974). Although the :esults of experiments

involving evaluation from sources outside the group are at "he

present time inconclusive, the threat of any type of

evaluationr should geneirate .e,'Kings •f appz .her_- wi"thi,



groups and reduce their performance on a brainstorming task.

The first hypothesis is as follows.

Hypothesis 1. Groups performing under high levels

of evaluation, from sources outside the group, will produce

fewer ideas than groups performing under Iow levels of

evaluation from sources outside the group.

Production Blocking. Reduced group and individual

performance is not limited to the effects of evaluation

apprehension. Production blocking has also been identified as

a major threat to the idea generating performance of groups

(Lamm & Trommsdorf, 1973). The exact process for how

production blocking reduces group performance has not been

identified, mostly due to lack of empirical inquiry, but

several explanations have been generated. Lamm and Trommsdorf

claim that production blocking occurs because individuals

working in a group are required to share all of the available

interaction time with the other members of the group. The

result is that each member gets only a fraction of the time

they would have if they were workairg alone. Otheu-

researchers, howeveý , cla iýLn m ha t-, sharing is not a

probable cause for process loss because ideas taper off

towards the ',nd of th. brainstorming sessi .c<, , avi-ng ampie

time for interaction. Diehl and Stroebe (1987) propose that

while group membet.s are wai-ing theiz turn <hey :ay



their idea , becomte distiract-eai wlni I Iitir: Ioct

a re -n able to gý_aeircte ie-w ile ar Sh~ no'" ~ Tha , _0 3-4

idea in shor' term me,-_cýry. 7( -E-St the'i- product'ion ~rIccking

hypothesl s, D iehl and( S t - F.h Ccu:' C", Teir- f th

experiment.

T!h, f o u rth X7 exeien M D eh' C to 117~ a

d e sig9n e.d toa e xaminr;e t he p rodu ct in blnckri n g rc e ss o cc7.-frr4in

in g r ous bý-y u sing, an e ;i-horat e s yst err -,f c Io or-ed 1.i'gh-1t s ha t

indicat-ed who was talking at any given time. =Blocking was

rran4p,:pIate-d byirf rmIng the z1i~bects tlhat he could onl.'y

talk when no lights were lit (if light-s were l~it other

subjects wou ald b0e tal k4ng thuC si1atn rout4n,

b~locking), or that th,'.ey were to disregard the lights and tailk,

a t w i l (oMMn c ato wa 4aiu tc h rsneo

abJsence ofL earpho,,nes, that al'ýowed sub- ec4-s to hear the

rnrain25tozmJng of The group.

The results of expetiment four indicated that production

blocking had a sýigni fican.t negat~ive effect- ~ idea generation.

More ideasý wereprouce when subject c Iý,,d immediately

ez n r ('aF as- t rrlc u0 rr P.-i ~o &ar i I.

t h e t Ur n. C ~r-,aI ta w i tb e nd 1 f the other

im e ý "ý ý _ 1 1 Y "I Fý - , " Q. , 4. on-

blocking was I'he !cs' irnyspceo~paa n :r

however, wasý the ibsec'ý*- oýf t-hegru et Snc

suhj~c ~ did ot e' : ach othr u o Iyhate



communication of others in the cc.nmunication conditi, e

application of these results to a real group situation seem

1 imi Led.

Rn a ternative method fC naniP1 apt g Production

blocking in group situations was provided in a follow-up trial

during Street's 197 e::i-. .. During the original

experiment a group member volunteered to record the responses

of the grouip but during the foL low-up t: .ai each member was

allowed to write down their own responses. Comparing the

results of the follow-up study to the o-iginal experiment

showed a slight but nonsignificant performance improvement.

A potential beief i t of a lowing group members to

brainstorm and record their own ideas as Street did in4 1974 is

that a better understanding of the underlying processes of

production blocking may be developed. Specifically, the

interpretations that members 'orget their ideas, or that group
members cannot generate additional ideas while L-emembering an

idea they haven't presented can be tested. There is merit to

Street's method of reducing production blocking, but the

method nfetds .3dditor-al 4efi'ema-ret

The experimental results concerning prouction b'oc, 1king

pres3 -t ed al-,( e indica.te that prodluct.: 1-1 1

detrimental to group performanc . Unfortunatel, as

not vet. -. ' ., "..' ...n a d . n.

manipulation into an actual g-r:-vp settiin. 7 t. I- h •t ee

did emp'o' this z i:a 'i '-.at on .n , -Ir ng a f(D 1now -



up study, a confound was introduced through hisn z, anji a I' on.

By allowing all members of the grcu, to record their own

the group size was actually increased to thee prcduc'ng

members, whereas during the experil:ent, one of the three

subjects acted as the recorder, all btut rermovr--,ig them fr-om the

brainstorming experience (in the reviews of Diehl & Stroebe,

1987 and Lamm & Trommsdorf 1973, the groups t _at ched the

performance of the nomin3a groups had two members). hEý

present experiment used a production blocking manipua.ti•on

s4 Jmar to what Street used in his 1974 study, but mcdifed ' t

so that the performance of equal-sized brainstorming groups

could be compared. This new manipulation resulted in a better

test of the production blocking interpretation that people

forget their ideas or are unable to generate additional ideas

while remembering an idea they haven't expressed. The second

hypothesis is as follows.

Hypot>-si_- , r .... . .e 'heir iaeas

,-n indiv i dual brainstorming forms wi. ' gene' atM ore iceas

tnan those groups recording their ideas on a, s ig'e go.up

b'ocking is responsible for the decrease it perfo -onan,

5o ps working :) a >rainist:, :mi-g , Is bec3:£÷ : -. -:

'heir icla while waiting v e..ese '.

.. 1½r~ to ' ÷- ex'<,res.. - uea , or •, ..



to develop additional ideas while holding an idea in thei-:

short-term memory (Di eh & 7~ 0nh 18 7). ~ rt

materials are provide-- ani- they record tlhei::I ide a as It

o cc u rs, he chan 1c e of' t he s ubb eer gt i thi

becoming distracted is reduced! arnd theiLr short-term. cry ý

fe ed0 to Oe. ýo p ad d it ioana ida (Stre: 14.

Evaluati.on- and production blocking have been shocwi t

have an effect- 1 on ti-e behavi or o f b ra ins tor~mi.ng sulbjec ts.

there are a' so attitudinal elements of brains torming, such as

saf-'sfart-_'n, that should also b-e ýxanir K!,ýý-. A' t '0,-ý: g !

satisf action with brainstorming has been inf requent-ly measu,_red

and re~ported in the brainst orming literLature, itipossil.>

t[o consid~er the relIevant !literature on job satisfactio-a annd

appyý-) those findings to the "job" of braitr-zg

Sati S aon. 4 _ J-ob satisfaction became of interest to

psychol ogists as a rulto4- th H-awthorne s tudios:ý ll

!92C's. The resulý.ts of the Hawthorne std show.e: '

WUI>-~ adat~K~~h.:toward` the wor they pe~rfor-ed r'

measurement and understand~ing of those ttiue r~ he_

0ocs'o industý.rial psychol'ogists. Soon after resa::- --. o

job satisfaction began the tda hat a happy wortýe-

prouctve~Worba'ij Was send ~ .;~

c..P,'e lopmrent of. numrerous exper~imnts tlesigneJ toc

arto ý f;3 acy ~ n.i u n

-a n V r-oo r-, (1C4 v \a E '.2i. .tK I



satisfaction and performance and concluded that there was- only

a, sight positive cortelation ( .14) beztween satisfaction and

perfrmace (roo. 194). Although the correlations were

-oW, feear-cr continued into the sat isfact _4on-perforn-cH

ar eab wt a new- idea thiat performnance mnay lead to

sa, t i . a Ct an,

127, Eckmn ad LWIer p -&po(e that perfor-mance

leads t7n saýtisfactioný t' YodJgh the fui7fi llment- of h-ighe7r level

needs when thle task is -eaningfu:', contains idýentifi 4abl e

fLunctions, and i~f itý ic;JSsome sort of feedback about the

accomnoll shed task. mairdJ ("Ir7r) a r idtsk h d

"the above charact-er-istics asz stimu'a ng ane. thoe asks that

do not- ona techaracter-.zt'.cs as nons timuating. Bair-d

theorized that jobs that are st-irnulatng lead to satisfaction

from Cgood perfo:mnance,ý more--so t¾na '.h ose josthat are not

stimulating, and testedl th-is h~v, VotheiS in a field sett-ing.

The _ r e s1,1ts o f hýi s st 'uldy w e _ - f.p )o s, ` t. hi' c 1-1s hnY poateSi-;S a nd

showed t-hat perfor~mance was- ccorrelated withn satisfaction only

fr nOn-t~ ti gjb

Tnappl ying Bai rd' 7;7 caifict? V -c 4---

it app ea -3 th1-at brainstormin~g woul' !D a nonsti'-:Uating,-ý t-slk

;Decau:eihas lo-w >ovl`s :of :-e~a-' ~ ~ 5 1ifa~

andfeec &rhc k. B ccaus. of c) !. nc-st.inmulating nature-! of

bro>J Tn, p er>ý -- 1:w 2 ~i a:sa

t~s - -,c>e anc L'-- f'c-'~-'
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Hypothesis 3a. Satisfaction with the performance of

the group will be positively correlated with the total number

of responses for each brainstorming task.

Support for the above hypothesis is also provided from

the brainstorming literature. Jablin (1981) conducted a

brainstorming experiment and found that low apprehensive

subjects were more satisfied with the performance of their

group than the high apprehensive subjects, with the

performance of the former being higher than the performance of

the latter.

The global measure of satisfaction considered how

satisfied the subjects were with the brainstorming task.

Although global satisfaction has not been a frequent measure

in brainstorming experiments, a few studies have found that

subject satisfaction or enjoyment is diminished when

brainstorming under high levels of evaluation (Collaros &

Anderson, 1969; Maginn & Harris, 1980). The following

satisfaction hypothesis was generated.

-ypothesis 3b. Subjec ts performing uider low levels

of evaluation wii enjoy the brainst orming task more than

those subjects pertorming under high 'evels o' evaiua

Previous research has found that subjects enjoy the

interacti on that comes ror worI" a a g.

Bastinntti, t Cooper, 177 u an !962), and ther i aso

-a uo:7 t V12 c1, -- a t C i ,•a.j • .I- Vn



with noristimulat-ing jobs (Bair.d, 1976). In the,:-

experiment, groups perfoyrmg unde h4g veis of oduciar

blocking will have more group 1.nt .-e ra ct1'o n rn g t-he

brainstorming process than those subjects in the low level of

production blocking, however, the performance of the latter

group is expected to be higher, >eading to Satisfaction 4from

good performance. Which group of Subjects -will be mrore

satis fi4ed With_ the bra ins tormning experr'ence wi 2. depenad cn

which aspect, performance or group interaction is more

important to the subjects. Based on. the fiodn. of -:all _:Pe

Bastinutti, and Cooper it is likely that group interaction

will be more important to Inr a i z'_or rm-g groups than

performance, when interaction Is high (high production

blocking). in tlheir experiment the 'Lower per-florming, "nut

higher interac ti4ng groups, reportedl higher lees o

satisfaction with the brainstorming exper-ence tL1 >1n

performi ng low interacting groups. Altho-ugh the result-s of

Gallupe, Bastinti4n ome _

effect for group interaction, the levels ofnerac 4 4on were

quite different 'than those i.- tfe pzopcsed :r~ n

their experiment the sujcseither ineracted aza gr-oup or-

wokdindivdu -j; laIy, I..o)W _ jer,"

subj-ect--s were int erac,.ti`Lng at Ilow c,- 1_g` ~

g~roup. Bec-ause 4ujet , i r.ý-SW41'r.'~& ` - i a -

degree, performanc-e ma: be.)come `n'H r. I I Mcanl t fOr_

satis f a: lio~n wt h r~s r



interaction is at a low level.

the brainstorming experience when they are working under high

levels of production nl ocking. 'eaI ess € t:e ev - -

evaluation. Subjects working under low eves cf ,oLodution

blocking will be more zatisfieC w th the aiZ t 0 i

experience when eva uation o ow c o a ed to when h I--



2~7

METHOD

Subjects

One hundred seventy-one subjects from the Psychology 120

subject pool participated in this expe .-. ent as part of a

class F-equirement. Prior to u ng, subjects were blocked

into same-gender, three person groups. The groups were

counteral~ance.l for condition and experimenter.

Design

A 2 X 2 befwen-sub-er's factorial design was used to

compare the brainstorming performance of groups. The two

factors wer:e evaluation ('hgi' h and l.ow) and production blocking

(high and low).

in. •.eendent Varial ...

Eva.ua< on. 7val.:z...on app ..- on -;curs any time

sU!jerts fee, tl-ei:ututs may be eva'ua er' or criticized.

Evaluation apprehension may I o m a of e- v a 5,1ion

f r,.'.m soI:rces :ns:c'. or C1-, f. r i 91F aI a I .

sources outsi de the group wa .. -,-n - of ev t

inentiona 1: manipu ,.eo C'n -hi ,-

of evaluat. on a wa, m.1, •n..
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their individual performance would be compared with thI

responses of other individuals. High evaluation subjects were

also told that they would be observed and videotaped during

the brainstorming session (see Appendix A).

The low level of evaluation was manipulated by informing

the subjects only that their individual performance would be

compared with the responses other individuals (see Appendix

A).

Production Blocking. Production bMocking has been

described as the unspoken group norm that only one per-son

talks at a time (Lamm & Trommsdorf, 1973). The result of

production blocking is that other group members withhold their

ideas or thoughts until no one else is talking, at which time

they express their idea. The high level production blocking

,gi were g'ven one brainstorming form on which to record

their ideas. After they recorded their idea they expressed it

to the group. A high level of production b.ocking occurred in

this group situation because members were requireJ' to shareL ,- 4ef o. 4h r

tho fornr 1 1 take ..- ecora.7.g e--as.

procedures enforced the turn- taking that 4S character:_t•c of

product ,.'on :,.ocking

DiC and St1'oebe , , .... .. t pc , C on

bi o k.ing may occ c asL ro, In':- ;eLO 5 wa-' t-4n he I'h ..

b ohr ghor Sfge.a As -' z idhey -e- diszadsi,

by other group me :bers, forget~ th- r- idea,2 o- dismiss . ie



in light of new information, leading to a reduction in number

of ideas presented. Based on th.is theory by Diehl and Stroebe

the low level production blocking manipulation was eeve'eoped.

During brainstorming, low level production blocking

subjects were allowed to record their ideas on in-v~ua

brainstorming forms. After they recorded their r ea th.

expressed that idea to the group. This procedure was inten_'-e'

to reduce the adverse effects that result wh•en ubjects •re

required to wait before expressing their ideas.

The low level production blocking manipulation was

accomplished by providing all gr-oup members with writing

materials on which to -ecordheir ... .s uatio

group members were not required to wait their turn and could

record their i dea as s.oon as It occurred .--I,'. -mm-e at-le•l e

recording their ideas was thought to facilitate brainstorming

by freeing up th.. eir so .... er memo :v, ad.u_.e chance

of subjects becoming distracted or forgetting their idea.

Dependent Variables

Several dependent measures have bee emplo_ d in

brainstorming research with the pre ominanrt rrsure eing

quantit.y of eas or -oivt ns. _. . .r_ : .7

determined for groups %y adding up t-her-ttal ': n " ov ea p:

.4ýeas for eac-1- -tal and ao'ing upC, s nn Z ta mtarn ! arl:.

Qua'ity has also ..ee 's- as a deper.. mesure, but

researcher fc.urd :-'5.: ositive ; -. _ '' n.'
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and the global measure of quality (DiehlI & Stroebe, 1937).

For this reason other subdimensions of quality. have been used

such as probability of implementation, significance,

originality, and creativity of the idea, and utility of

impl ementation.

Attitudinal measures have also been examined by

experimenters. Satisfaction with group performance was

measured by Maginn and HarI-s, 019'0) and Collaros and

Anderson (1969). Data for satisfaction measures have usually

been gathered from se, f-report questionnaire items which asked

subjects how satisfied theY were with their own and/cr their

group's perfo-r.mance. One performance measure (quantity) and

two affecti ve measures (satisfaction wi -h ndi .!dual and group
performanc- and satiatl •'- the brainstorming

experience) were used in this experiment.

Pe7- france Measures. Qrantit4y wa -ased on the tota.

number: of ideas th.at gh• e a, .-. din nr -.ach

br-ainst~orming tr-Ia'

Affective Measures. Satisfact cnt fa Z Se. Z-

:u-'ects to indicate how satLfied 'hey were ;i . .

0raiz tcr mng experience, ann wit

grour' s pjerforman. ce t- Appendix D)-



Manipulation Checks

Evaluation Level . Perceiv, eva>uation ev -

assessed by asking subjects to respond to se-eral i oS

questionnaire (see Appendix C).

Production Blocking. The success of the productizrn

blocking manipulation was assessed through several itens on

the questionnai:rý (.ze Appendcix C).

Brainstorming topics

Two mu tip7e uses and one consequences task were used for

the experiment. For the practice trial subjects were asked to

generate aý:. any is:es as possible for a coathanger. For trial

one subjects were presented t-.- _ -humbs prob' fr - Y

trial -wo subjects were askk7 to en._-ate multiple uses for a

brick (see Appendix B).

Procedure

S u b j e c t s w e r e e stor t e d 4i - 1 th e .. : . -*,., ,- x
teb''. he ',• i',;•rf• ... ••- •ea •k nst : c

_e . . .. .. .. . .. e i ". ions fo-_ I.a t

cond I-i n as I.h.e . er .4 -

e-• Apprd::A

A ft e t ~ i s t u tions wer2 e• . ?:e ..-- ÷ ."e

n',-

y2

"4- ' '"' •: h

the h•'.d 5 'i u e . ..... . .. . ' .. ... . .. .



follow the rules of brainstorming th'I g ho t the entire

experiment and were reminded of the brainstorming rules prior

to each brainstorming trial. The experimenter then told the

group to begin. The experimenter remained' in the room .ur.ing

the practice trial to answer questions and to ensure that the

subjects followed the experimental proced-,res.

Upon completion of the practice session subjects were

allowed to ask questions about the brainstorming procedure.

They were then given the first topic and told they had 12

minutes to complete the brainstorming tria>l They T.ere again

reminded to follow the rules of brainstorming h. e second

trial was conducted the same as the first trial. The

experim.,nter left the room during the trials only returning to

tell the group their time was up and to give them t rei, next

topic.

After subjects completed '-.e -erimen, •e-- 'Ley

were given the questionnaires. Upon completion of the

questionnaires the subjects weýe Kebr"efed, thanhed, and

dismissed.

Pilot Stud 0,

A .- ct study was conducted to de--mine the -

th-. manIw.urlati:ons and to determine whether-7

" " ..ie for compleetion c ' " brainsoin ,4

Several diffe-ent rnanipu'ations were tried for bcth ft-

wf Cw.he :t successful man-:a-io.: a<r tt



The procedures for the pi.ot sti:J w- e

those out inec.. above. c-oups of three were used and thel were

pr-'esented with the bhainstorming topA.I-... e r completionro

the hIrainstorming trials the subjects were queried about how

the experiment might he improved ancLc1> changed. h...

were then debriefed, thanked, and dismissed.



RESULTS

Before any hypotheses were tested, descriptive statistics

were calculated and examined in order to determine if there

were any major deviations from normality. Based on the

analyses it was determined that no data transforma tios were

required. Another procedure that was employed during -iata

analyses was one suggested by Anderson and Ager, (1978) to

ensure the use of the correct error term for nested designs.

Since the design of this experiment had individuals nested

within groups and groups nested within conditions, the use of

an individual-level error term would be inappropriate for

those measures that require averaging the individual responses

to derive a group-level response. The specific procedure used

during analysis of all group-level responses that were derived

fzom individual-level responses was to nest the indi" ,als

within groups. The program used a nestec and an unnezted

error term for separate analyses. If the results that used

the unnested error term were not significant, then the nested

error term and its results were used. For the sake cof

24arity, the nested error term was used fo.•r alI subsequent

analyses. For a more detailed description see Anderson and

Ager.



Manipulation Checks

Al 1anipul ation checks were pe:orrmea us4ng the analysis

of variance (ANOVA) design.

Evaluati'on o.prehension. Fesponse to 0o. of the ix

questions assessing evaluation apprehension were s "gn-ficant

in the desired direction. When subjects were asked: "To what

extent did you feel your individual performance was being
evaluated during t".he expei.me.nt" hei if e: enees rere

- - Z Zg L "" were

significant with F(I, 56) 23.97, p < .00-1 Th-eans for-

the high and low evaluation subjects were 4.46 and 3.43,

respectively, on a seven-point scale. The cuestion: "To what

extent did you feel your grcup' s performance was being
' - I ý ý ý

evaluated diirinrg the e-periment'' was .7- o Fg icant ((,

56) 9.8, P < .01). The means for the hgH an, - w

evaluation subjects were S.7.? and 4.25, respectively. N":-n

subjects were asked how stressed they felt by the condiicnse

-: he e K. we.. F(i, 5r) : .19, -

.001, with means of 2.35 for high evaluation subjects andI .63

for lw evaluation subjects. The 'ast evaluation manip n atoon

check asked subjects; "To what extent they felt, the•ir- =

were evaluated by other members of the group?" This :.,,l :

showed no significant main or interactic 'ef§• -t,

deno•ns" ... rating that subjects felt more evaluated "

outside rather than from members within " ..
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Production Blocking. on-- f the pro I 7CCk

manipulatiLon checks showed_ a significant effect fc"r,

production blocking, but the response to two items were in the

predicted direction. The failure of the manipu IatIon checks

may be due to the nature of their Content which waz based upon

untested ideas for how or why production blocking occurs. if

Production blocking deDs not resu't in reduced performance

because of the untested ideas then the question: wil3 wl : fai -

manipulation check measures. S ocial desirability may hav-

also been a factor with the responses the subjects repcrted,

and will be ad-dressed in the section.

In defense of the production bloc-,ng : nipul tn: are

'.In- finding.. t-hat 92.1 p- -r . - ec esponded that

they understood the brainstrules perfectly (1 or

a :most perfectly (2). When asklled if they followed the rues

of brainstorming 82.8 percent of the subjects stated that they

ollowed the L;rainstorming r. r - always ( o or almost always,

(2). When asked to what eytent they theuh te :L- l .n..t

talkwhl someone else was talking, subjects rcspcnded in the

"predicted direction, althoughs the ul were nn if

rei4.E low pdiredUction, altockg, t e 5.05 high).

f7 roup Perf ormance

"High eva Iat ion -az _a _ ex.pecte tot ........ w i(eas

b.i.g generated. The r-esults of the A.OVA-. failed to show a

main effect for eit>.. -: t-u ... '"-formance Crirl -.



thumbs pr-obl,'ems teresults were F(s EG) .t,

perfor-mance mean-- of 3 ~~(IcOt. an$ 33c' h Fc'c the

bricl. prbesth-e result~s wer-e CC.6) .0, ns, With

performance means of 3S.96 (½-ýw) all 333 hgh.- Cn ia:

clea~rly see t.h~a t t he7 p erIf c,:-!ance e ans w e :e ': tu1

idetial across t he cw an& : .ra~:

Table 11)

Low pu.ti,)n hloc'xiný; grouzps were eptc to generC--ate

more ideas than, h.igh plod &r- 0- i~Ockir-g gop.? so

the A NO0V As sp orted the hyc ý1_ p~-½~ elrfomance

trials. The me-a.- per-formance '.evel loth w and. hi-gh

productirnh cin~g~p.ont> 27 ' :a3.2and2

221.5 ideas, -:s2t±Iy sFl. t6 r13,

Similarly, the mean- pe-rfor-mance for 1 the low -and high

prodctin hIco;_n; groups on t-,i I -- L was4

34 .9 ideas, respecie ~ -ý,5. 5 4 ee Tab>p

Stsaction with P~'ac

'High per-f o;ming j~~swer-e s---- -a--

Wi4th their grouýp per Ta~nce than low.

hypothesia; : t by cor:rr. a asesin

satisfaction with peL-onl peif crrma'nr a-i,1 sýtiact-lon with

group perfor.mance w-''- '-Clua

totrials'. R -s u I z t he c o'--r c 'n saiIt

ths ypothesis for'



Mean perforr-ance of !:-ai.rýstcrming gop

Peýf-ormance

M a n 4 u atl-ion

owevaluation

SD '~ - 4.3

High ~;la~

SD 3.01.

(Dw 0 & -,I on
'-,IockiJng

High prod'uction

b l -C -
-

SD 3 * 19.7

* .001 (b)etweer t' e low andi hgh :\eso rd ctin
blcki-:ng)



Table 2

Performance and satisfaction correaticns

Performance Meats_ ý-e

Satisfaction Thumbs - ...
measure

Individual

P- ns

Group
Performance

-7+.13 +..9
n s ns



2). In addition, scatterplots showed no signs of systematic

nonlinearity.

A significant satisfaction fincd:.lg was that h-Ih >vgs

of production blocking were found to result in higher levels

of satisfaction with pe--scna p -f, a, , .

< .01). Explanations for this finding will be ade 2 in

the discussion section.

Task Enjoyment

Low-level evaluation zubjects were expected to enjoy the

brainstorming task more than high-level evaluation subjects.

A two-way ANOVA was perfo rmed using subject i-esponses from a

question which" had sub -aJects indicate to what extent they

.oyed t.he brainstorming task. Subjects responded favorably
to the brainstorming task at approximately one point above the

midpoint ( M_ = S..' aow and. 7 = . hIg- h evaluation). The

results of th 7IOVA, owever, f ai ed o support the

hypothesis (F (1, .) . • r:,

Although no main effects existed. in "Cgard to task

enjoyment, there was a significant crossover interaction (IF,

56) = 4.86, p < .C7.. 7Thio! interaction will be addressed in

the discussion section.

Satisfaction With the Brainstorming xperience

High leve' production blocking suijects were expect•, tc

be morze satisfied with the brainstormrin; 3::;e:ence,
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regardless of the level of evaluation. Low productic:r

blocking subjects were expected to be more satizfied •it> tee

brainstorming experience when evaluation waL low cj~z~ec. to

when it was high. This hypothesis was tested wit 'he

following item: "Without considering the per:o--ance of

your group, to what extent were you satisfied with the ov ~Z

group experience?" Results of the ANOVA failed to supp- the

hypothesis (1(1, 56) = 2.29, ns). It is interesti-ng o note

that the means for the response to this question were - cite

to the hypothesized direction.



DISCUSSiON

Evaluation Apprehension

One of the major findings of this stu-y is that

evaluation from sources outside the group has no adverse

effect on the performance of brainstorming groups. _n a

similar experiment, Maginn and Harris r!980'..

evaluation from external sources had no adverse effe-,t on

individual performance. One of the major problems with their

study, however, was that they did not measure how eva'uat-ed

the subjects felt and therefore did not know if evaluation

levels were different across the two evaluation conditions.

Using manipulations similar to those of Maginn and Harris

(1980), Diehl and Stroebe (1987) found that evaluation fr-om

sources outside the group did adverseiy affect the perfozmance

of b-Lainstorming individuals as well as groups. The present

experiment used manipulations similar to those of Diehl and

Stroebe, but found that eval _a,, a 1. 1eve• S c 3

significant"ly reduce the performance of brainstorming groups.
in fact, the performance of the low and high evaluation groups

was vi4"tually identical across both evaluation levels.

.evaluation manipulation- used in thizs exLeui4en-

n.ended to make the suijects e>:pe.ience different ievei5 -_

apprehension during the bra -:*,,r-' :' --. ±-: men. . .easu:>....,
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of subject performance under each of the evalzation conditions

was then e a i-,ed., to 4e. if any Z-t o c.. IL .... 'TenreZ

exi.-ted that woul. be a ttributab> I t .th evaluation

apprehension the ujects felt. t i easonably cafe t:

concluEe from the manipulation k.. : that there were

dif f fe r erences en ee ings ,of eva i-t- on f. :es :the

group, In comparison with Iow evaluation groups, high

evaluation groups reported f4ehin: highr levels of iill idual

and group ý_o' rnnc evaluation and reo .rted higher levels

of stress due to the conditions of the :7' .. 7a

individual level, all subjects repoted feel ing more eva.u..te

from sources outside the group than from members within their

group.

T rZ re sex'e vr -a. 1) DS S:I, e ::ptao'tia:. wh th

evaluation results of this experiment were inconsistent with

the results of Diehl and Stroebe (.37 ,j C One notential

explanation is that the subjects in the high evaliaation

onc ,tion, did• not exper-enze encogh -vaiuati:n a-eez:on.

Although manipulation checks showed that the. eva:..ac :c-e---,;< 1_ _

exp•er•_ .••enced by the": igh - ow tin groups differed

significantly, evaluation may not have reached -3i er-oc gh

ev-- iz. ,h high eva -a' .

performance differences between the two e t 'os.

The mea i•÷sonse f ho •- - - -

Su jects felt was 4.4r --i -;even-point scale,

I-.a ~ i : n , •v l.. • "o • rp :e :, - . . . . . .. .. . . . .



to be considerably higher. Diea•- t hae hac

higher _feveis e a...... appi .hen -c. 4 i:. 4 i eX r I r

because they required all f c .ts o ae r C P ..

wie bryainsto:'.g. h _ . ay have 2edZ s'u jecct .

experience higher leve> cf e. aor. wh , t

have ed oo..the e •vo ae e es cthey fouil.

Another explanation f 0v .Vtic

apprehension,- fiings.... z -nas . w i th differences across ,

two samples. Dieh' and Stroe>• (_%7, - ...

'. ..... s .... .,...... .f-re. a german univer:siti-

whi'e thi.s. experiment used s c.ts from an Ane r r :can

university located in th M (idwest. Trying to determine e f

cultural differences existed that. w o..ld moderate the

ev.aluati.n/perfor:.an.. ri ationhip would Ice difficult' o

determine at this time, but it does y'ezent a jcossibl

explanation that should be explored or accounted for in futu re

experiments

Ancth r mo S-' .. p l naanation is the I of Z

used i-n rh• , :-pe:-- ents -,' e- n t s D '- n

topics that had sgnifIcant soci al ' -e! ev. ce

Soci7a:ly r:e!van• topics may have .ed te high. ea ...

suieo to experience moire apprelension -_-- C

have ic r e fe about exposin;g undesirie C ' .

a;r1,-cts s of themse ves. h-e• current e:.:pn:-

"that were fai-'.y ...... ="? a! :eavi..

• • * | n, |



of the present experiment .. u.ed test this alternative

hypcthesis 'y using topics hav" e o e ,.

"f ... ex e-• ; s , that- -" e r-s fel• ..
finding s; of h e p r r > � ti' " 'e •' e

" p (co ective) not the r i C,, .......a :a

th, tazget o eva: ation. A though the n petru'f -

that personal assessment of per , - . .,

e-i respondled to ,.the question concerning the

use of their ideas afte-- the ex!Ie_ ,..- •.7_cr.t- ..

subjects may have just assumed that the perfo..mance of the-

group was .th torget hf ...- 2tic.! .` -.... suppor n

this explanatio n is provided from the se,. report measur-es,

"S-ject s ind icaed feeling that their cru2 's pc ... efmance

:Vaiated at a h.hei _e. .. . .1 hg valuatioL"n, M = ..

low) .. an their indijvidual performance 4M 4., high: M = 3-4

ow),

"4- the S ubje,.r: ,ff ... WK• L :a: ztor:.-'g

under colect-ive in-tr!tio -then th, result of the prese-.

experiment are 2onsist•5tcr. _ ..1 e,--

n te C_÷<, 1!-, , n i whý:' W .. 1. 0, -. - -: th pre en - I' -C L z,

,3 e C C) I C t. i Ir Ie : Z

~~~~nc4 -o ~~ 4rn go



Production 21ocking

DieHhI and Stiroebe, (ITO'" founid production :- i:;t

te be -,t ;p p o rted reason f or the ci f fer o i- e

re~2showever, is the 'ack of a grop etting .In Whi-

~ .s;~. ~ -he arsen -xpe::: _,

Ze tting and tested the effects of product-ion gicn o~c

Sc umne T1e te ls o f the pr esent e:,, i::re n t

ovruei-gy uport- the hypnthesis hat XI.----

4- 4 1-

:ighprovoton locingwas manipu"e ::h ro n

e.,pe=Jmn' zeqirngsubjects to. take t-urns w~rt ng

rez-porses on a S 4n g>I b ra i n stor-m ing f ;r m and t eW .1 the rc~u

re q u rn s-ubje cts t o w r ite thei r ideas on 4n-1 l4 -urz

zricor-Pingn Iorrr.- but take tur-ns te-1ing t he srou t'e

ideas. This form of produ"con blockirng appearece to be th

betmet'icd avai' abe ýo -, 4 -a' o

speak, at a time. Th no: tna onl*. oe MeC;fi__e.

,a timne 'as been idenifed St- , -

b 1c c'K _ ng ('Larn, 7 omm 'c 1973) Sub ects _n'h

experiment ex: rene'1 cI du :H

a I owed to t,-,- the -c h i: i'e 1" i a f~- t t~e:

w i.:te it rlcw' ýýath a5

prh:itdmore t~'-: .m orm
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Production blocking manipuation checks were inc - not

just to check the success of the ma-nip" atin but also to

help understand the mechaanisms of production blocking.

Interestingly, there were no significant diffeences betw;e

low and high pr:oduction bloking ,:'oups on the manipulaticn

•* items. kptcifically, .t1ere were no zignica-.

differences between suhjects when they were asked:

(a) if they had enough time to brainstorLi

(b) if they were hindered by taking turns

(c•) if they ex,• -r'ed "` me pressure

(d) if they felt that th-y should, not talk w:._-e someone

else was ta:ing, ,:

(e) how many ideas they forgot.

:t mst be pointed cu't, howeve-", that the above

manipulation checks may have been affected by social

desirability or response sets possibly resulting in less thain

a rate s e fz-eport ratings. It is easy to unde-rstand that

"-4,.s would ncot want to respond tuhul: h yf it.t em S th.a

would reflect negatively on them or their performance.

cnsider , for example, the questicn asking su: jects to

indicate how many ideas they forgot while br-•nctormin;, How

would .. .jogt > t.v rt those_.i.e....-...tho sIb ideasi

iemem er how many ideas they fo..J , ,.: - . .

accurately r-ort L -'- nration that woul, e;qpose negative
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information about themselves? Probably not, and for the

reasons above et is iffcult to ru .. cut the notion of

subjects forgetting ideas as a potentia: reason for the

performance loss of high production blocking groups. Future

replications of this experiment should include an alternative

to self report measures to determine how many ideas subjects

forget during brainstorming.

Another possible mechanism for how production bbocking

occurs was examined by using self-report responses. According

to Lamm and Trommsdorf (1973) production blocking may occur

because group members must share the available interaction

time witn other group members. Other researchers have refuted

this notion by showing that ideas taper off towards the end of

the session leaving ample time for expressing ideas. The

self-report measures of this experiment indicate that I I

subjects felt they had ample time to romp>0 e

brainstorming task and felt no significant amount of time

pressure during the experiment. This suggests that time

sharing did not decrease performance in high prouti..on

slocuing groups.

Forgetting ideas provides a good explanation for the

performance differences between the high and low productio-

blocking groups. It is, however, 4 _iificul to imagin& .

high pr-oduction b ock-4 .... e..." would fcrgeL so many ir'cos

nd fai- to remember or report them. -7 th thic U a : t

appears that production bVocking may result_ roa v... _1. 5



factors, as Diehl and St-roebe (1927' p:-oposed.

A final explanation should be dilicu~sse-! rega-rding !Low

production blocking may wo--k. AS membDers are- waiting for the

braiLnstormi,)-ng fo:rm 4 t:, Wr--4te- their id'ea, tL-yare required tr

hold their idea in their short term reovadthei-r acIe:

generation is temporarily halted until after they record their-

idea. Only after the idea is recorded can they re-Sumne

brainst-orm~ing. Thle time lag between recorrding the idea anid

resumng br insorming was greater for the hig productio

bDloCkiC 4ng subjects and their. effecti 4V e Ibra4instorming time was

therefore less than th~e low production b-locking subjects.

Sati sf action

None of' the sati-,*s facti--'on h.',pot-heses wer---e suopcr 1 ýed by thle

results of this exYperiment. Satisfaction with the performance

of- the group was not- cor-rel at wit>6 he oef:mneof Ih~e

grup r z P evaluation subje;-4cts did- not enjoy the

brainstoming task -more t1han high evalutc -'Jectz. c

differences in satisfaction With th br I-_ -aintrig-prec

were found.

A'- thrugh the satiof act I'on findngs were ~iapponti-g

there w er e t wo s igni'fiýýc an t r esult-s r e garda'in g &sat i f Corta t

d1e s e e m:ion. Aýn int eraction- was f1ound( involv ing ou'bje.t

enijoyment of the brainstorming task. Low leve: e-valuation

s~T ~ct rL~ItCc-hat they enJoYed- the" ,-,ai4 n strig ta s

MC:"- When they were Vn> hihJ-4.~rW. hn>



(M: 4.8) production blocking, while high evaMuataon suot,

enjoyed the brainstorming task more when tr ' ,---•_n. j-J

under low (M = 5.4) rather than high (M =4.9) prodct..

blocking. From these results, cn- can spec.;.late- t-.

evna:uaticn level moderates the salient- -- '-- -:

attend to during brainstorming. For example, when evaluatic.-.

is low, subjects experiencing high production blocking ;re

interacting more with the group and this interaction becomes

the salient feature for task enjoyment. W•hen evaluati :t is

high, performance becomes the salient feature for task

enjoyiment. In this condition high performing groups Llow

production blocking) should report higher levels of task

enjoyment.

The other finding of interest Is 'hat iigh production

blocking subjects reported being more satisfied with their

personal performance ever. znoug:z , er g-up perfo-mance was

lower. T.h --' 2 . .in1- m 'y .,)e tied t.o 4 e. sub!--I. be I g able

to more easil1y compare their peron nn Z C=..

performance with other group member's pa c .n the

common brainstorming form. Low pr 7cdicn .ns ec s,

on1 the athe han, usede individual fr whi c 1 ade

perf orr:nn risons diffi cult i I •y.

Limitations and' Directions for Future ý

The res ats of this experiment clea"ly support the

I _c0,czo thin prI,' va



process loss in brainstorming groups. There are seve'r-.

limitations to this study, however, that need to be adessid.

First off, there is the issue of generalizabiliity cf th

results. The experiment took place in a _ahoratory setting,

used brainst orming topics t.hat hail minimal "relevance to the

subjects, and uzse a very "-omogenous. T s r. rieu 4..

determine what effect each of th:- above factors had on

results without further research, but future experiments

should focus on expanding these findings.

Another limitation is the nature of the groups used in

the study. The groups used in this experiment are considered

concocted groups, (1,,..cGrath, 1984) andc man'y of the processes

that occurred with those subjects woul3 probably not occur

natural groups found in organizations. .atura groups

would also have characteristics, not found in concocted"

groups, that may ......... limi -' he generalizabi4.ity of f h.

findings. Research conducted in field ttings .;Ž .

t:. V - - '• the ; - 4 _Z 4 -'!,,4 ticn

A final limitation is the cize of .- groups used it

experiment. M ma t h a 4 -a I n - -m e C,7

have used groups of four or mcre. Very few "esearche-s have

used groups as . -- os 4he.. e.

production blocking gets worse 3s g C Z e..

that the eof p'CtiOn b tockng ,t4 r m ce ea

minimized by the smal I number of subjc•-s use` in this

experiment. . cw-h ½:ger g'-rp. :



to determine if production bcocirig can be minimrnzeod in larger

groups as well.

The results of this experiment demonstrate that- .=-- in

low levels of production blockinng can be manipulate' nn' group

settings. Future research should focu--s cn determining the

mechanisms for how an, why proc..uction blocing ozour:, and

se,. ways tko, limit its occu-rrence--. Future eer s'

also work to expand the gereralizabilitv of these resuts to

settings outside the lab, using topics of relevance to the

brainstormers, and include several types of groups.

Researchers wishing to conduct additional research on this

topic in applied settings should be well received due to the

favorable cost/b.enefit ratic of this type of exper'ment. The

overriding goal of future research on this tcpic should be to

wor'r tnward improving the functioning of all types of groups

through a better understanding of -he urieL-y-nsprocessez of

p --o d uýC ' 1oCn I:' I(_-, .
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Appendx A

Low Evaluation, Low Production Elocking Instructions

Welcome to the brainstorming e::4erlmen. c :::r.
was designed to examine the c omLmunication process used>_

groups during brainstorming. D..in.. L " y
will be using the brainstorming technique to come up with as
many ideas as possil:Ie to `uo 7cs. The s c-:so-:mngtechr .4 r" , T-4-V -e- T
technique has four basic rules .. et .... bc fovod. :
rule s a re ;

1) Generate as many ideas as possible.

2) Build on your own ideas as well as those cf other
group members.

3) The wi * ' 4h 1 -1.......

3-T .... e ideas you generate the better.

4) Criticism of your own or the ideas of others i:
strict>l prohibited.

Are there any questions a...out the -.rules of IDa4nstzrMi 7

You will have one practice brainstorming trial to a'low
you to become familiar with brains torming'proceures-, f'Iw
by two additional brainstorming trials. You will be given 5
minutes for the practice s,-ssion and 12 minutes for ea-h of
the two subsequent trials.

The ideas that each cf you gene-ates todt ei : be

compared with the responses of individuals working a-one.

h en -SInal y ou I i- b:a -, t - g, a zs o:c as an

idea occurs to you write it In 'he brin forM and..
inform the group. After you have reco-rded you. dea cont int c
bc-ai=ns tcoring.

b e asked to coMpI eta a hort nen. -
reactiCon to this experiment.

Are there any cquestio:t 1.out the a4ainstormin4g
pr .D -_ -e . •S?



Low Evaluation, High ? toui 'l -' ....

Welcome to -1e hr - r....iment. T
was designed to examine I-- com....uncation )rccess used by
groups during hb ins:or::ing. Tr:ng the nexo .: o:: gZmup

will be using the brainstorming c.u, to zome u, wt.
many ideas as- to two probIems. The brainstorming
technique has four basic rules that must be folloced. :he
rules are;

1) Generate as many ideas as possible.

2) Build on your own ideas as well as those cf .other
group e-, res.

3) The wilder the ideas you generate the better.

4) Criticism of your own or the ideas -)f others is
zt-ictly prohibited.

Are there any questions about the rules c- a rins torming

You will have one practice brainstcrming trial to allow
you to become familiar with brainstorming pr-cc-dures, followed
by two additional brainstorming trials. You will be given 5
minutes for the practice session and 12 mint,,n•ts fo-r- each of
the two additional trials.

The ideas that each of you generates today will be
compared with the responses of individuals working alone.

When I signal you to begin brainstorming, as soon as an
idea occurs to you write it on the lbrai41-1sntorm-n3 form and
-fom the group. -f sCmeone else s :eco,: : 14 n idea on the
brainstorming form you =--. wait unt' I.- p 7•Mn' , -
writing their idea and have passed the form to you before you
tell the group your idea. It is absolute1 y necessary that you
wait until yo-u ha "n .-.. iaIcns mi- ' c, - yu nC * M,7- 4•l n • ], e .
before sharing your "1,a 1it t.h gi.a Ayci >, eaoh
-e ... -: U.. 0 i '1 f'eas '.hat they generate and no
one elses. After you have r-,cozdea. y c,_ a er continue

be asked to complete a short -T ...... n.ng y-our
-eactionr tin tbis :.pe: '.ment.

A,,," rer any d.e- I.bo



High Evaluation. Low Production ockng Instructions

Wel come to the brainst e:- 71-1S4  -..ri-
was designed to examine the. communication process used by
groups during brainstorming. Du'in' the next hour your group
will be using the brainstorming technique to come up with as
many ideas as possible to two ,s. .
technique has for:: !as-- - ules that must be •o'_ _owed. The
rules are;

1) Generate as many ideas as possible.

2) Build on your own :ieas as well as those of othe:
group memberS.

3' wi :' ,cr he `ideas vou, gene_-at e "-.e b
\ 1 •oc LCida ideas .e-

4) Criticism of your own or the ideas of . thers is

St-rictl proh1,ibi t. ecd..

Are there any questions abor tthe u:a:ns-orming?

Yo( wi4l have one practice brains-'.o7 r1 trial to allow
ycu to become fami n 7-.th -,4- 11 1i5 a,-dureo, F- owec
by two additional brainstorming trials. You will be given 5
minutes for the practice session and e• T " t or each of
the two sa.bsequent trials.

7-e ideas that -cc you -
-mpare. •with respn o an wn.i. wo"r

facilitate thistro.rii-
ze videotaped_ and the tap- evaluat ng your. n` V`

,,iceotaping, th-•-- e e e
observing your group from- e, I. u 4• n -a-

J,'l c ý;:e * -1, g : In bainst C::-: Io g.

When I s gnal you to begin -a'• ..... a-
"e•ea occur-s o Y t-- .t he - o: ;4 ;: p. After 'you have.7 rec<-,-i r C., r . o1._
inform the grou. Afte 1 n " ..... d= U

U on ccz, i etio4 of t-is b7a 4 s1'Sn I- T
be asked tc oo-p I te a short qu e , naie concern cur
reactions to this experi 'er'.

Ale ',- any questions. a' ot ýhe brains tcrminr
procedures?



High Evaluation, High Production Blocking otr-ons

Welcome to the brainstorming experiment. This expenimetn
was designed to examine the communcation process used >y'

groupS during ba/nstorming. During 41he ne:xt hour v' o-r
will be using the brainstorming technique to come up with as
many ideas as possible to two problems. Thj brainstorming
technique has four basic rules that must be followed. The
rules are;

'_) eneratae :anv ideas as

2) But on your own ideas as we'' a-- ý c- of : .
group members.

3) The wilder the ideas you generate the bet .>:.

4) Criticis:n of your own or the ideas of others is

strictly prohibited.

Are there any questions about the ruLes -fr ..

You will have one practice brainstorming trial allow
you- to become familiar with brainstoamin. procer.: -,
by two additional -a t` a' s. You will be given
minutes for the practir' s i andl 17 -oi-"e- f of
the two following trials.

The ideas that each of you geerat 1• .. .il ..

compared with the responses of an individual working alone.
To facilitate this comparison, you:- b, a'ns to:-of_ : sson w
be videotaped and the tape used for evaluating your individua.
performance. In addition to the vidrota ,e peopl-
observing your group from behind the windo'w a,, codring .ne
dialogue during brainstorming.

When I signl yo.* to begin brainstorming, as soon as an
idea occurs to you write it on th, -g for-.
inform the group. If someone else Js recording an on, the
brainstorming form you must wait unti: I"ey lave ,-e
writing their idea and have passed the f t.-.'_
tell the group your idea. - atsc.ut,' 4eo •z y that
wait until you have the b-a 4ns t - -min n -f in your possess4o..
before sharing your idea '.i the, ro . Aitional'y, each
per-son must r01o 1 C. s t.. they gene ate and n_
one ezses. Afte
1or . or ns to1ring.

"Upon completion ': th-S -w-- n.xpe. "ment. y
be asked to crrZpl ete s t es no ,oncerning your

ereactions to this <xperin t.



Are th ire ana" quest-ions about t _ ,
c C CIS



Appenai -

Thumbs pz-oblem

Ai1tho~ I X. -. Dn -, i:, t .i ,41e wat -WOU-i-
happen if everyone born after - bo i an extra
thumb on each .. d. T' e era .. wuld z built just Tike

the present thumbs, wout ,' .•' e on the _ .er sile :f
th hand. They would benI :nwai:c towarc• the finger I>2 _ hc

present one does.

For vour brair*nstu:-ing slmn n; -c) y
determine what benefits and/or dii e uS ha.nd.'..r.. . t.i e s w ou 1d a rise w he n

peo-e start having tht - -z h•• 1m . s

Brick problem

Generate as many uses as you can for a red clay nrick.



Aý--endi x C

Evaluation level

How many ideas die youw foM

ideas

To what extent did you f --- iuzndi.,clua: p ...... w:.

being evaluated during the -'mert?

Other members of- the grep euri' the brainstorming session.

S2 3 4 67

not at all very much

To what extent d4d you feel your group's per-Fora-c- was
evaluatembering the experiment?

Q7

not at all very much

To what extent werie you f your group's e rthe i a n, ei
of your own ideas after thi :.rix-ent?

6 7

very very
uncomfort abl • of r-m

To what extent did you feel stressed by the conditicns of the

not stresse: :ery



Production B'oc•ng

"-many ideasdiyu while waiting for youu turn to

___________ id: eas

To what extent !i y- o. ;ve enough ti-e to t:-:j- < __ ...
ideas?

S2 3 46 7

had eno:;n did nct

Tc what c,.xtent was you- ide3 generation hindered by waiting

for y'our u-r. to speak?

S2 3 4 6

not at all very much

How much time pressure did you feel whn e wci:king on the
orainstorUming task?

! 2 3 4 - 6 7

none at all very much

To what extent did yo' u el ...... y-- r1 ' not ta'..!. whi4e

someone else was talking?

4 7

not at all very; much



Appe:nrix< D

BRAINSTORMING RECORDING FORM

Please record all of your ideas on •Li;; f:- .... r t-
presenting them to the group.



Anpendi::

Please respond to the following questions by fillin: in
the blan! or by circling the number that best reflects you--r
response.

. T what extent did you understand !he rul s for
brainstorming?

A

understood did not
them understand
perfectly them at all

2. To what extent did you follow the rules of brainstorming
during today's brainstorming session?

S2 3 4 5 6 7

followed did not
them follow
always them at

all

3. What were you told would become of the idea: your group
generated?

4. Before today's experiment, how many times had you

brainstormed in a group?

times

5. How many ideas di] ys:, forgjet while waitiong foz your turn
to speak?

_________________ i d a

6. How many idea5 13cývo- withhold f.•-o: A, gOp.

K £,as

7. Were you acquainted with any of the oth•- members of...egroup?

yes

no



. To what extent would you like to wor -: wt these Z..group members again?

not at all ve.

9. To what extent did you feel your individual pe'zformance
was being evaluated during the experiment?

1 2 37

not at all very much

L0. To what extent. did zyou hoave enough -time tc e:,press a: of
your- ideas?

34

had enough did not
time have enough

ti~me

ii. To what extent did you feel it was important to focus

your attention on the b 4 -... ornEng I-ff 4.

1 2 3 4 6 7

not important very
important

12. To what extent did you feel it was inportant to focus
your attention w) So 1a" activities not related tc the
brainstorming task?

not important V- -
impzrt....

13. Tr) what e-:tent. was your idea generation hindered by
waiting for your turn to speak?

4

n o t a t a



14. To what exter- t :Iid 4you feel ycu_- e des r'cee '-eing
evaluated by,' other members of the Stoup during the
brainstorming session?

1234 7

not at all Mery C uc

15. Without considering the performance of ]'c: you: -
to what extent were you satisfied with the ove aIl grou.
exper i en ce?

23 4 5

very ver
dissatisfied 3a"Lfie-

16. To what extent were you sats -ec. w'-I, p:-Sona
performance during this brainstorming experiment?

1 1) 3 5 6 '7

very very
dissatisfied satisfied

17. To what extenr wer•,e you satisfied with the performance of
your group during this brainstorming experiment?

46

very
di-ss, Lazfi I, satisfi ed

18. To what extent were you interested in the brainst --_.
task?

2 2 3 4 5

not very
interested e e...

19. Compared to other groups who participated in this
experiment, estimate how we'- you .. ..... u_ .
relative to the others?

1 2 3 4 S

much worse
than average than.-vexoe



20. To what extent did you feel zour cup' w perforrance ao:

being eval Lai4d duin; he . •iment

1 2 - 5 67

not at all ve-]y 7much

21. To wh-at extent we--e you un.o mcrtable about- the "ntendei
use of your own ideas after.. this e

-7 f5 7

very very
uncomfortable comfortable

22. To what extent did you enjoy the btai01tor-7" ... k?

4 57

rot at a1l 7e much

23. How much time pressure did you feel while working on the
brainstorming task?

1 2 3

none at all very much

24. To what extent did you 2ee: th-,at You shoucd not ta:k
while someone else was talking?

12 3 4

not at all very much

25. To what extent did you fee' rtr..... >; Th :z:ndtt'ns of
the experiment?

4

not stressed very

When you have completed this questionnaire, please turn it
over and sit q,.-tly. t will retu-n to yt.i.. 'our group

when al' members of your group have comprete the
quest i onni r e.



70

Debriefing for

Understanding group processes during brainstorming

Today's experiment was designed to determine how
brainstorming can be improved when used by groups. P-evi('uL
research has shown that groups are routinely outperformed hy
i-Oividualz while working on a brainstorming task. The lower
performance of groups is tied to several processes that occur
while working in a group situation. For this experiment I was
trying to isolate some of those processes to determine how a•i.
if they affect the performance of groups.

Your participation in this brainstorming experiment i3
appreciated by all the researchers involved. The information
gained from your participation in this experiment will expand
our knowledge of the group processes that occur during
brainstorming and other group tasks. If you are interested in
learning more about group processes, the folIr-w n textbook
references are included for your perusal.
Psychology 120 Textbook References:

Introduction to Psycho:cgy (1990 - 10th Edition). By
Atkinson, Atkinson, Smith, and Bem. San Diego, CA: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich. (Spence). pp. 724-726

Psychology (1991). By Lefton. Boston, MA: Allyn & Bacon.
(Proctor). pp. 602-604

Psycholoqy (1989 - 2nd edition). By Myers. New York: Worth
Publications. (Donnelly, Dunlap, NTicLolas). pp. 565-566

Psycholoqy (1990). By Sdorow. Dubuque, IA: Wm. C. Brown.
(Nairne). pg. 624, and pp. 629-632
Psy ogy (1992 - 2nd Edition). By Wieten. Belipnnt, CA:

Brooks & Colr- ft- " P .... f ') pp ( -- r !

psjychology: Science, Behavior, and Life (1991 - 2nd Edition).
By Crooks & Stein. Ft Worth, TX: Holt, Rinehart, * WiJtston.
(Kelly). pg. 666, and pp. 709-712.

Other references:

Lamm, HI., & Tronrnsdoiff, G., (1973). Group versuLs iv
performance on t-asks requlring ideational proficiency
(brainstorming). European Journal .,f Social P• y,-n•',

3, 361-287.



Taylor, D. W., Berry, P. C., & Block, C. H., (1958). Does
group participation when :K.< facilitate or
inhibit creative thinking? Administrative Science
Quarterly, 3, 23-47.


